Genevieve has been instrumental in making things run smoothly
for our cluster office and others. She is proactive and always
trying to think a couple steps ahead to secure coverage for
teachers and make sure subs have everything they need to run
a smooth classroom and have a great day with kids. She is a
team player and always willing to do whatever it takes to help
students, teachers and all staff.

Joy has taken on her new role with energy and determination.
She shows her caring for the students and staff in everything
she does and never shies away from a challenge. It is always a
joy to work with Joy!!!

Jordan is the true definition of a team player. He has taken on two involved
cases on the Granite Ridge side, one being litigious. Jordan never complains
and does a great job communicating with the team and with me on next steps.
Jordan also took on an assessment for a student that is placed at Creative
Alternatives. Again, he jumped right on board to help and did a great job
communicating with the team and helping with determining placement. I truly
appreciate his willingness to help the Granite Ridge team with these two hot
cases.

Chad Hayden is an educator who exemplifies the quality of being “quiet yet
powerful.” Although you rarely hear a lot of commotion coming from room 253, you
can rest assured that Mr. Hayden is doing great work with his students. Whether it be
captivating his AP Literature classes with an engaging lecture or inspiring his forensics
competitors to rise above the competition, Mr. Hayden always gets the job done. In
recent weeks, he has singlehandedly coordinated local forensics tournaments where
his students placed at the top of the field, yet he rarely advertises his successes and
always maintains a humble attitude. What’s more, he never complains and does it all
with a smile. We appreciate you, Mr. Hayden. Thanks for being a great guy all around.

Bryan is a one the most conscientious teachers at Granite Ridge. Bryan
makes every decision based upon what is best for students. Bryan is
always seeking to get better and is constantly asking questions. Bryan’s
students and parents love his supportive and caring nature.

Jeff is an amazing teacher that makes incredible connections with his
players and students. Jeff is always willing to go above and beyond for
the kids and department. A week ago, Jeff came in before school to pass
out uniforms to all his players so they could honor a player from another
school that lost their life. Jeff gets the concept of being connected to the
community and that teaching/coaching can be bigger than just wins and
losses.

Erica is appreciated for her work as the Lead 504 coordinator. Her
attention to detail and support she provides for the other coordinators is
unrivaled. She goes above and beyond to make sure the system at
CNEC is organized which ensures students are getting the supports in
place to be successful. Thank you, Erica!

Taylor is the ultimate team player in our CNEC math department! Alongside her
peers, Taylor has spent countless hours creating supplemental materials,
quizzes, and tests for our new Math 1 curriculum. Our district curriculum and
instruction leaders rely on the ongoing expert feedback Taylor provides as the
CDT Math 1 lead, and her strong leadership as the Math 1 PLC lead has helped
her team continue perfecting the curriculum to push our students toward
mastery. Beyond this, she creates positive relationships with her students and is
often found working with struggling students during her free time. We appreciate
your dedication to students, Taylor!

